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2-5-’13 
States 

State-masters and Process-masters 
 

Life is, in principle, a Dynamic Process. In the course of one’s life one comes across 
many experiences, a lot of different states. At a given moment in one’s development, one 
experiences a state that, from a certain perspective, feels or seems better than other states. There 
can be an inner decision to ‘stay there’. This state seems more valuable, safer, more powerful, 
more stable, less painful, lighter, or freer than other states. Maybe, and not unimportantly here, 
this state is recognized and valued by others. You have a new higher status in your new or more 
developed state. 

It is good to know, however, that it was Ego – always hiding in the Dark – who made the 
‘decision’ to stay there, who seduced you into believing that this is your real state, that you have 
found it. 

There exists no real permanent state, however. States are forms and they come and go as 
any forms do. In meditation this can be seen relatively easily. 

Many people, however, identify themselves with a certain state. This might happen after 
intense or even shallow spiritual practice or, for instance, through association with a specific 
(spiritual or other) energy which causes them to feel better than before. Or they – which is very 
seducing but deluding – get nice positive feedback from others. Not many things tempt one to 
go astray more than receiving compliments. 

Every form of identification is based on Illusion, on Ego therefore. Ego thinks: this state 
is more ‘me’ than the other state. Or even: this state is me. The other state is not-me. 

This identification, inherently not founded upon reality, serves as a block to the 
Dynamics of Life. That is: in the Dark things, other states, still go on but they don’t reach your 
consciousness any more at all or only vaguely when you are not really paying attention to them, 
fixated as you are on your ‘real’ state. 

Not paying attention to other states that the True Dynamics of Life offer you means your 
Body becomes cramped. Only, this contracting of the Body concerns the Body on a Deeper 
Level, it’s not primarily the muscles that become tightened which would be easier to feel. If one 
would be, still, sensitive enough one can, Beyond oneself, notice that the Heart – representing or 
Being the Body as a Whole – Breathes less easily, with difficulty, or even hardly. 

One of the background reasons why people become more and more stuck is that they 
have lost Contact with their Body as a Whole, with the Body as One Breathing Heart. And they 
are seduced into believing, by science or whatever, that the body is a thing, a form, that can be 
manipulated. The body is not Surrendered into and Part of the Whole of Life but it becomes an 
instrument for the Ego to achieve its goals. This disrespect and not wanting to Feel-See and 
acknowledge (the true function of) the Body with all its dynamics and natural reactions to 
whatever kinds of stimuli is not only the case in the ‘normal’ scientifically, materially oriented 
world but also, just as well, on the other side of the coin: in the spiritually oriented world. 

Talking about Ego’s goals, an important goal of Ego is to be in a good state. Ego always 
wants to feel good – and to think good about itself, to be valued by others, other egos (which in 
the end are not so ‘other’ as it seems on the face of it: there is one Ego, Egoic Force, dividing 
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itself in (the) many, but still the same Ego). It tries to show that this or that good state is ‘me’ and 
that it has achieved it on the grounds of its own merit and effort and intelligence, denying signs 
of the Body that show something else, that show other states. It immediately wants to ‘help’ – 
seduce – other people, egos, to reach that same state since, if they would buy it, if they would 
start running after that same state, same feeling, experience, energy, perspective or consciousness, 
ego is confirmed in being right in its lie. Ego lives on the many, is not interested in the Truth of 
the Body. 

Ego is already triggered and gets restless when I write like this, when I simply state that 
Ego always wants to be in a good state. Indignantly it screams, with its typical high-pitched, 
disembodied voice: ‘What’s wrong with being in a good state?’ – or even, secretly: ‘with being a 
good state?’ 

Then Truth, if It is not just Silent, might answer, almost like a slave, a slave of Woman’s 
Own Inner Fight: ‘Nothing wrong with a good state if it comes by. Nothing wrong either with 
letting it go again.’ As it is not yours. If you live truthfully, this means that you live Reality as it is, 
the Whole, then you’ll not only notice that the good states leave easily and quickly again after 
they have arrived – unless you indeed hold on to them and become, unnoticingly, increasingly 
contracted within the longer you hold on – but also that the difficult states, that arise of Itself 
without you doing anything wrong, stay longer. The lighter and higher a state the quicker it is; the 
darker, lower, denser the longer it takes before Consciousness passes through, certainly if you 
resist feeling the difficult state (just as it is) – which resistance is not yours either in the end, not 
your failure in any way but part of Nature as well. 

If, anyway, ‘you’ unconsciously persist in resisting the difficult states, then it becomes 
increasingly difficult to, after all, still return to them as the ‘cold turkey’ will only be bigger and 
the attachment to holding on to the good state that in reality has already passed only becomes 
bigger. In ‘modern’ society there is not much space to feel bad. This is considered to be a 
‘problem’ that should be solved as soon as possible – by our two helpers: doctors and 
psychotherapists. Or try a modern way that has also recently and finally joined our economy for 
the benefit of all: spirituality – which is supposed to help you on a deeper subtler level, in a more 
radical way. Just for feeling bad you don’t need any form of help or therapy, however. If any help 
would be needed it would be to relieve you of ‘your’ (or: society’s) arrogant Ego constantly 
whispering in you that you shouldn’t feel bad, that you should be fixed, that something is wrong 
if you feel bad, that you should worry when you feel bad, that there are armies of helpers who, 
for some payment, can and are very willing to solve the problem that you have or are: the Armies 
of the Light Fighting the Forces of the Dark. 

 
But let’s return to the ‘states’. The ultimate crystallization or manifestation of Ego’s 

longing to be in an – unrealistic – permanent good state comes in the form of a master. A state-
master can be called a master who has realized one of the attractive, spiritual, states representing 
one plane or level of life. Basically, underneath the variants, there are two different types of 
attractive states and therefore also two types of state-masters – both corresponding with the two 
sides of the Duality of Life – which, however, is always, inherently deluding. 

One side or basic state is related to Energy, the Female Side. As Energy is very varied in 
the way it manifests, multi-formed, there are quite a few different subtypes of state-masters who, 
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to whatever degree, have ‘realized’ in themselves a specific energy from a specific plane. People 
with their varied ego-structures are attracted to a state-master representing the preference, goal of 
‘their’ Ego. For example, if someone is bothered by the fuss, trouble and chaos in his life – or: 
not willing to let go of ‘peace’ – he would be rather attracted especially to a master radiating 
‘peace’ as his specific energy. If someone is interested in becoming stronger, more powerful, a 
state-master who manifests a very powerful energy is most attractive. Or, another example, if one 
finds life too hard, a state-master radiating love or compassion becomes attractive. State-masters 
are manifested projections of our ‘own’ Ego – that, as has been said before, in the end is not our 
‘own’ but is a General Deluding Force that is always and in every second and everywhere active. 

The other side or basic state is related to Consciousness, to the Male Side of the Coin of 
Life. Here it is not about Energy but about Something Beyond: That Which Sees all kinds of 
energies but doesn’t identify with them. It is in Principle (or in practice: more) Free in states 
passing by. It doesn’t go really into them. It is not lost in them as the Female Side is in its 
identification with and (repressed) drama around them. The, energetic, states are lightly touched 
by Consciousness That, once this Place Beyond places, this State Beyond states, is found, can be 
relatively easily found again, or is not lost at all, seeing everything passing by as not-you. The 
attractiveness here, on this Side of the Coin of the Duality of Male and Female, is that one is not 
fundamentally bothered by life itself in all its (complicated and painful) manifestations but that 
one has found a Free Place – if not Parking Place – Beyond. The inherent problem here is that 
one is not really, deeply, Touched by Life itself – although one certainly can feel something like 
compassion – as one doesn’t Become life. One looks at life. 

The Female Side becomes (parts of) life – albeit unconsciously, so there is no one, no 
Presence, living the body. The Male Side is a conscious presence without life, it (usually) doesn’t 
Enter the Body. 

With both Sides it is true that, no matter how strongly embedded a state-master is in his 
specific state, an effort, not always noticed, is needed to maintain or to go back to the preferred 
or realized state. This is so simply on the ground of the fact of (Inherently Dual) Life that 
nothing is stable, nothing is permanent – also not when, as a spiritual trick, the state wherein one 
dwells is, egoically, labelled as truth. State-masters try to deny and hide from their public and 
themselves the Reality of the Duality That Life is. They do this by placing themselves in a 
position that would show that they are Beyond Duality, that they don’t fall back into the normal 
human states, or, as in the Consciousness state, that they are not bothered by the film of life. 

It should be obvious, by the way, that reality itself cannot perfectly classify a master in a 
specific state or plane. In reality mixed versions are possible and happen. 

State-masters, if in any way, at most teach you how to deal a bit with the dark, difficult 
nasty side of life. They don’t See it as a part of the Meditation. The Meditation is focused on the 
Light Side. When you ask something concerning the normal difficulties in life like emotions, 
trouble in relationships, jealousy, ego, pain and so on most state-masters just turn their head 
away, pass off the matter with a joke or with a few simple words (spiritual ‘truths’) not really 
addressing the issue, give a simple regimen or try to guide you away into a state where the 
problem doesn’t seem to exist. 
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They don’t See the Dark Side as Life Itself, as Integral Part of Life, but (at most) as a 
distraction of or obstacle to reaching ‘Real Life’, the Pearl of Life, your True Self or Being, or 
something defined in a similar way. 

This whole attitude is in fact a form of arrogant, unrecognized and seemingly mild 
craziness, unrecognized not only by themselves but by the ‘crazy’ listeners as well. State-masters 
deny life itself. They take one part, one state out of it and define that as Life and the rest as 
Illusion. How far must it all go, how deluded or stupid must we all become to finally and simply 
See through the Lie of this? 

The funny thing is that usually it is considered to be the other way round: Duality is 
associated with ‘craziness’ and the stopping of the eternal ‘crazy’ alternating with peace, sanity or 
wisdom. This stopping of Duality, stopping of life is falsely defined as Oneness. Stopping of 
Duality and dwelling in a state is the stopping of Human Development, however. 

Funny – and related – is also that a state-master, by choosing one part of life, is stuck in 
the very Duality that, usually, he is against. 

 
To say the least, there are not many process-masters, masters who have Surrendered 

completely, or as far as they were Allowed to, into Life Itself with all its inherent dynamics and 
changing states. The process-master actually lives all human, spiritual and dark states in and as his 
‘own’ Body, Body that is Sacrificed into the Duality (or Dynamics) of Life. The process-master 
Sees life as a Process, not as a state (of whichever plane of life) that is realized and that can be 
taught or transmitted to other people. The process-master lives both sides of Duality Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily. He lives the peace and the war raging through him. He is loving, 
compassionate and also angry, swearing like hell. He is very powerful and often very weakened. 
He is Conscious and has no problem with Allowing Unconsciousness, going into a ‘coma’. He 
shows deep intelligence and seems almost crazy sometimes. He Lives life and death. In other 
words he is not against nor afraid of Life, as it is, with its inherent two sides. He doesn’t hide all 
these things from the public. If there is a public at all. Because what is the attractiveness in a 
process-master for Ego, if he represents or Is Life itself, the Whole of Life? Ego exists on the 
basis of wanting certain parts of Life while resisting other parts. 

Unlike the state-master the process-master feels and is Free in both Sides of the Coin of 
Life. Unlike the state-master he doesn’t have to be afraid that he will be unmasked that what he 
shows – as Body – doesn’t correspond with his words, his theories, his method. He doesn’t have 
a theory or method anyway. He is just Life Itself. He has no religion, no spiritual or other path, 
no method. He Is (a) Process. He can’t tell you to go in this direction to end up there. He doesn’t 
have any message, any promise, any paradise at the end of the line. He Is Life Itself. 

Unlike the state-master he has Overview, as he has nothing to defend or hide. He has no 
secret plans – even unknown to himself – or interests in the Dark as he lives the Dark, although, 
and this is exceptional, without separating from the Heart. Indeed, since he doesn’t need to hide 
or justify one Side of Life you cannot unmask the process-master in any way. In a way the 
process-master is no master but – in the ultimate, normal case – Life Itself. He has nothing, no 
state, to uphold. 

Unlike the state-master – who masters a certain state – a process-master is not a master 
of a process. He lets himself be mastered by the Process. He is Surrendered into Life as a 
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continuous Process. While the state-master tries to realize or create and transmit ‘the One’, the 
one perfect state that is supposed to represent the One, the process-master is formed by the Two 
that Life appears to be if its Manifestation – as established in the Body – is not belittled or 
denied, not merely Seen as Illusion. 

Unlike the state-master the process-master does Live the Whole Body. He does not speak 
nice words that a public likes to hear but that the Body does not agree with, from which it 
becomes secretly contracted or sick. The Body is not something to be respected, not something 
not to be forgotten, it is not a vehicle, the Body is the Process itself. There exists no Process 
apart from the Body. Unlike the state-master the process-master can’t be fooled as his Body is 
the Same as his Truth, there is no difference. 

If one focuses on Energy or on Consciousness the Body is not Truly Involved, even 
when it is not denied. 

The process-master constantly Transcends the Female Side of Life into the Male Side, or: 
Energy into Consciousness. His Heart-Body does this. Consciousness as Such ‘without’ or not 
truly involving the Body cannot Do this. First Consciousness must Let itself be Touched, Man by 
Woman, so that Transcendence – Which Is the Process – is possible in any way. First 
Consciousness must Let itself be dirtied, slimed over, killed, rather than being a safe haven. 

The process-master doesn’t ask or invite you to realize his ‘great’ state, like the state-
master does with or without words. He becomes you. He lives you. 

People, however, are afraid of being (as deeply) in Relationship as is possible and, in fact, 
normal with the process-master. Their ego prefers a goal above being in True Relation – True 
Relation is scarier than anything, as it is beyond the control of Ego. The goal is right up there, 
sitting on the stage. This is how it wants to be. The state – or holding on to the egoically desired 
state – is the very wall between the state-master and the followers and the wall is safe. Contrarily, 
people don’t want to have the changing states of a process-master. They egoically and 
unrealistically want the shiny state to stay forever; they don’t want (to Surrender into) Life Itself 
but to have and live and enjoy one good state out of life – or even more good states if possible 
please. In fact, they went and looked into spirituality in order to get rid of the bothersome states 
in the first place. It is not surprising, then, that under the veil of their unrecognized ego, they 
don’t want to recognize the process-master as a master. The one who realized what their ego 
wants is defined as ‘master’ – but is, in fact, the master of Ego. 

Seeing their own difficult, dark, weakened, unwanted states being lived by the process-
master makes it easy and tempting for Ego to project and criticize him, to eagerly believe that the 
process-master ‘is not ready in his own process yet’, that he still struggles with the hard states on 
his way to the goal: the one perfect state of Enlightenment. The content or meaning of this 
desired state is defined by Ego that is helped in this definition by the form of a state-master who 
is usually very willing to take up the role of ‘the goal’, the state that Ego desires but that is anti-
Life, anti-Duality, as a matter of fact. This judgement will only grow since the process-master not 
only said bye to the stage of Enlightenment as a state and went beyond it, but also lives and 
reflects people’s own unwanted and untranscended painful states, consciously giving form to 
them, which people themselves, arrogantly or not, refuse. The process-master says there is no 
goal, no end, no end-state, no way, only Life Itself That, in principle, can be Lived, Seen, Felt. 
Enlightenment and Endarkenment are, together, one continuous Process That the process-
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master has Surrendered into. A state-master has never Surrendered. He reached something or, in 
case of a consciousness-state-master, he Saw something. Seeing or experiencing (some aspects of) 
Life is however not the same as Surrendering into It, Be(com)ing It. 

By far most of the people who are interested in a deeper life – and if so indeed it is only 
natural to sooner or later, via books, video, real meetings or in whatever way, get in touch with 
(a) master(s) – are (utterly) deluded by state-masters, by the whole spirituality that is built around 
energetically reaching or Seeing one side of Life, the nice, painless, loving, conscious, energetic, 
powerful, peaceful one, the supposed One-one. They hate Duality, Life. Hardly or not at all 
noticed this hate burns below their loving spiritual state, also when they are looking lovingly or 
with compassion at the hardships in their lives. 

 
(Holding on to) a state can be compared with taking a picture of reality in a given 

moment and while reality moves on you still try to fixate yourself on and to be like the state of 
when the picture was taken. A woman sees a beautiful picture of herself – or, more commonly, 
of another woman, a beauty queen – and from then on tries all the time to be like that picture – 
including make-up to compensate for what Reality seems to want to break down. What It is has 
already broken down, in fact. For a man a beautiful ‘picture’ of a certain state of consciousness 
seems more attractive. But the principle is the same. 

A state is like a pool in the wood – if you’re lucky at least some new water can come to 
refresh it, if you’re lucky it rains now and then, even though it is stated that the pool is perfect 
and doesn’t need any refreshment and wouldn’t be subject to a process of putrefaction anyway. A 
process is rather like a river, a constant dynamics and constant turmoil and trouble. It is 
continuously refreshing. 

Life is inherently not safe. Holding on to any state means killing Life. The Body is (very) 
Alive (only) if the Two Sides of Life are Allowed. These Two Sides are – or rather: is – Nature 
Itself. The Body is Nature Itself. The Body is (a) Process. The Process is the going from one side 
to the other and back and forth and back and forth. This Process of Allowing Duality is the 
Deepening of Life, Going into the Depth of Life – other than when one is dwelling in a state. A 
state is stuck, if one refuses to let go of it. One, then, cannot Grow into the Depths of Life that 
Need Dynamics. A state is flat. 

Although it is not possible to totally hold on to a (specific) state, it is possible to fool 
oneself and, certainly, others with the belief that a certain state is permanent. If this were the case 
– if it were permanent, then you could sell it on the spiri-market or wherever. If you say: ‘this 
nice state costs you 1000 dollars but it will disappear’ you won’t sell much. However… Ego is the 
fool, the fooling one and likes to be fooled. Ego believes in states. It wants the best state for 
itself. And in a good mood – spiri-mood – it even grants all others the best state. Boy, that would 
be utterly boring. Luckily, Ego cannot get what it wants, it can only strive. 

One aspect is very important, crucial, for (understanding) the difference between state 
and process, between state-master and process-master: An individual can, by himself or with 
some help, reach a certain state and fool himself that this state is True, is permanent and selfless. 
An individual cannot reach a process, whether on his own or with help. A True Process happens 
by (people in) Relation, not by an individual. A Process is Relation, ever changing Relation. If 
finally the ‘self’ is tired, Fed up with states – or: with itself experiencing, living, defending any 
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state(s) – it Surrenders into the River that Process is. A process-master is in constant Contact 
with people. They are part of his being (a) Process. His, potential, (good) states are completely 
surrendered and sacrificed into the Process with people. The process-master is not interested in 
states – not interested in the fact or opportunity that he can show and teach other people who 
also want (part of) the state(s). 

Whereas a state can be realized by an individual, man or woman, the Process, in Truth, 
can only take Place, when both Man and Woman are present, not only as Archetypes but also, 
crucial, in Bodies of the Opposite Sex. The Male and Female Bodies must Represent the Struggle 
of Life, Its Fight between Oneness (Man) and Duality (Woman). In common spirituality – which 
is usually state-oriented – the (Crucial) Difference between man and woman is denied, belittled, 
wiped out. That’s because spirituality is Ego-based. A Selfless Process is not interesting. If Man 
and Woman are in Constant Contact, there will be no (seemingly) permanent states that Ego can 
cling to. Man and Woman Meeting, Loving, Fighting, is an utterly dynamic process. There is no 
place (for Ego) to strive for a certain state, or a better state. A process is without striving, without 
goal, without reward, without result. It is just what it is, an ever Deepening Process if Both Man 
and Woman are Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Surrendered into it. 

In a True Process there are – unlike in a state-consciousness – no norms on how things 
should be. One cannot do it wrong, although the Process can go slow(er) or fast(er). In the 
Process there are no spiritual or other judgements or taboos such as the simple fact that in the 
Duality of Man and Woman Man Brings in the Light and Woman the Dark. Reality is not denied, 
judged nor problematized but actually Lived. Without Dark there is no Light, this is simply so. In 
Love’s Togetherness it doesn’t matter Who is Originally Associated with What. It’s just like it is. 
If I would please Miss Ego a bit I would say Woman’s Role is Equally Important as Man’s Role, 
but Different. The Female Ego is Fundamental Part of the Process, not a side-thing complicating 
the Process. The Male No-Self Meditates, Sees and Feels the Inherent Pain in Female self-ness. 

Man, to be able to take his proper Role in the Dynamic Relation of Man and Woman, 
must first in himself – but in Relation to Woman – See through the Female Illusion(s) he lives in, 
simply Deluded by Her (Female Deluding Force) since everyone is being born in a human body 
in this earthly realm where the Female Force is much more obvious – and overwhelming, 
overpowering – than the Male Force. If he doesn’t Cut himself Free from any Fundamental 
Delusion He cannot properly Address (the Ego of) Woman either and cannot Be There with and 
for Her either. In a True Process Both Sides are Needed, Man’s Light and Woman’s Dark, not 
only Woman(’s Dark) in two or more bodies of the opposite sex, which is usually the case. If 
Love is not Limited in any way Man will Cut though and Be Man, Ready for and already Living 
the Process, not deluded by nor against any states that come along on the way to nowhere. In 
Love there is no destiny. Love is a Process – including hate – Love is, ultimately, no state. 

It’s not about being, trying to or aspiring to be or recognizing a state-master or a process-
master, neither is it in itself about understanding the difference between the two types. If 
anything, if Man and Woman Beyond all their fuss and Fight have a common Direction, it’s 
about Embodying Man – or: the Heart – Man Who as His Nature Is in Full Contact with 
Woman, Living Her as Himself. Woman’s Freedom is: Consciously-Bodily Recognizing this 
(Embodied) Man and Surrendering to His Embodied Love That Knows the Dark. It is true 
though that this Embodiment can only take place through allowing Dual processes, not (at all) by 
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realizing or dwelling in (great or boring) states. The whole spirituality is dead without the Natural 
Dynamics of the Duality of Man and Woman. 


